Introduction and notation. Kernels which generate nonnegative definite or semidefinite quadratic forms play an important role in many branches of mathematics, but general kernels whose fractional powers all have this same property have only recently been studied. A special family of such kernels has long been of importance in probability theory, and it is this family which inspires the name infinitely divisible kernels for the general class.
Introduction and notation. Kernels which generate nonnegative definite or semidefinite quadratic forms play an important role in many branches of mathematics, but general kernels whose fractional powers all have this same property have only recently been studied. A special family of such kernels has long been of importance in probability theory, and it is this family which inspires the name infinitely divisible kernels for the general class.
It was work of C. Loewner concerning semigroups of conformal mappings which first drew attention to these kernels, and interest in them could only increase when he showed recently that the Green's function for Laplace's equation is, under certain conditions, an infinitely divisible kernel. In this paper we shall develop a general theory of infinitely divisible kernels and indicate briefly a few of its applications.
It is convenient to begin by examining the discrete analogues of the infinitely divisible kernels, i.e., infinitely divisible matrices. In §1 we characterize this class of matrices and show that the occurrence of zeros among their entries is subject to a certain condition which is most easily stated in the language of graph theory. We then use the matrical theory to obtain corresponding results for continuous infinitely divisible kernels, and we develop the technical tools for dealing with these kernels which are needed later in the applications.
We shall use Rm and Cm to denote w-dimensional real and complex space, respectively, with R = R\ C=C\ and R+ = {x e R \ x>0}. If S^Rm is a set with appropriate regularity properties, m^l, and if 0S/c<co, we define Ck(S) = {/: S-> C\f and all its derivatives through the kth order are continuous on S), C°(S)= f|fc = i Ck(S), C^(S) = {fe Ck(S)\f has compact support contained in S},
C?(S)=n?-i CS(S), C(S) = C%S), C0(S) = CS(S), and
Finally, Ck(S, C»)={F(x) | F(x)=(Fi(x))f=1 and Ft(x) £ Ck0(S)}. 1 . Matrices. If ^ = (%)?,, = 1, au e C, is an nxn matrix, we shall say A>0 on Cn (or sometimes just A>0) if A generates a nonnegative definite or semidefinite Proof. Assume first that/e C"(Ä + ). It is trivial that for n= 1 we have f(x)^0 for all x e R + , so we may assume that «S2 and proceed by induction, observing that the hypotheses guarantee that f(B)>0 whenever P>0, B>0, is an mxm matrix, l^m^n.
Thus, we may assume that f{k)(x)^0 for all x e R+ and all k = 0, 1,..., n-2, and we must prove that/(n_1,(x)^0
for all x e R +. Let a>0 and a = (ai)?=1 e Rn, so that for all sufficiently small t e R, the matrix A(t)=(a+taia,)li^1 >0 and A(t) > 0. But then by hypothesis f(A(t)) = (/(a+Ka;))?,J = 1 >0 so that A(/) = det/L4(0)äO. Because f(A(0)) has all columns identical, A(0) = 0. is the van der Monde determinant. V2(a)>0 if all a^ctj. Therefore, we find in general that f(a)f'(a) ■ ■ -f(n' "(a) ^ 0 is a necessary condition, and our induction hypothesis is that f{a),f'{a),.. .,f(n~2)(a) are all nonnegative. Since we cannot conclude directly from this that /(n " "(a) ^ 0, recall that g(x) = xn leaves invariant the n x n nonnegative quadratic forms (the Schur product theorem) and so the function f{x) + rg(x) has the same property for all t^O. But then we have just shown that for t ä 0, necessarily
Now, p(r) is a polynomial with at most n real zeros, so for some e > 0, p(r) > 0 when 0<t<£. Thus, because we know f(a),f'(a),..., and f(n~2)(d) are all nonnegative, we find (f(n~1)(a) + Tn\)>0 for all sufficiently small t>0 and so /<»-«(a)£0for alla>0.
If we remove the assumption that f e CX(R + ) and suppose only that/e C(R + ), we may proceed as follows. Let <f>(x) be any function such that <f> e Q°(-1, 0), <jS(x)^0, and J""^ <f>(x) dx= 1, and let <f>e(x) = </S(*£"x). Then the function /(x) = e_1 j-vAWsix-Odt e C°°(Ä+) satisfies the hypotheses of the theorem if / does and /£(x) ->f(x) as £->0. We have just seen that necessarily /ecw(x) = 0 for all k = 0, 1,...,«-1, so all the finite differences of / up to order n -1 are nonnegative. Now let e -> 0 and conclude that all the finite differences of/up to order n-1 must be nonnegative. But then it is well known [2, p. 497] that necessarily fe Cn~3(R+) and the theorem follows since all fm exist and are nonnegative on R+, and since/<n~3) is convex and monotone nondecreasing. Q.E.D.
Of particular interest to us is the immediate Corollary 1.3. Let 0<a<« -2, a not an integer. Then there is some nxn matrix A>0, A>0 for which it is not true that A" = (af,)iJ=1>0. This shows that the classical Schur product theorem cannot be generalized to fractional powers even for matrices with positive entries, and shows that those matrices A>0 for which Aa>0 for all a SO are an essential subclass of all the nonnegative semidefinite matrices. In what follows, we wish to be able to treat Hermitian matrices with complex entries as well as positive matrices, and we make the Definition. Let A be an n x n complex matrix. If the arguments of the entries can be and have been assigned in such a way that arg aj; = -arg ajt for all 1 ^ i, j^n, we shall say that the arguments of A have been chosen consistently.
Notice that for a consistent choice of arguments of A to be possible, it is necessary that all main diagonal entries aH be nonnegative. If A is Hermitian and all aH^0, it is always possible to make a consistent choice of the arguments, and if we define arg afj = a arg a(J, we see that all A" are again Hermitian with consistent arguments. In the sequel we shall speak about the fractional powers or logarithm of a matrix only when some consistent choice of arguments can be and has been made; it is this choice of arguments which is used to define these functions. Thus, we often consider not just complex matrices, but a matrix together with a certain choice of arguments. We shall forgo the introduction of a special notation for this extended notion of a matrix since it should always be clear from the context when this notion is required.
We observe that if A >0, then there is always a consistent choice of arguments for A since A is Hermitian and all main diagonal entries ait are nonnegative. Furthermore, if some aj;=0, then all ajk = akj=0, l^k^n.
There will be, then, no loss of generality in the sequel when we assume that all ati>0, since if some aü = 0, A is equivalent (as a quadratic form) to a matrix of lower order with no zero entries on the main diagonal.
Definition. Let A be an nxn complex matrix. If the arguments of A may be chosen consistently, and if with some (fixed) consistent choice of arguments Aa>Q for all aäO, we shall say that, with this choice of arguments, A is infinitely divisible.
Observe that if A is infinitely divisible, then in particular A1=A>0. In order to state our basic theorem, we shall also require three additional notions:
Definition. If A is an nxn matrix, then the incidence matrix of A, M(A) =(juu)"yol, is defined by Using this lemma, we see that there is some No>0 such that for all integers N>N0v/e have n g(x) + N-1faAx) = 2 Xi^u + N'^+aix^Xoga^Xj > 0 i./-i for all xeBn. But then the quadratic form generated by (nij+N~1(£+afjiij logc7i,))",=1 is strictly positive definite, so by the Schur product theorem, (fa+N-Hp+Wi log Ä-i > 0 for all integers N>N0. Letting N-* oo, we find im, exp {e + ^a log OtM.f-1 = eeM(A) o Aa = e>A" > 0.
We conclude that A is infinitely divisible. Q.E.D.
For completeness, we include the proof of the lemma. Proof. Let C={x e K \ /(x) s; 0} <= K. Then C is closed, hence compact, so 0^ -M=inf {/(x) I x e C}> -co and w = inf {g(x) \ x e C}>0. We assume that C is not void, for if it is there is nothing to prove. Let M'>M and take N>N0 = M'/m>0, so that if x $ C, (g +N-1f)(x)^N~1f(x)>0. If x e C, (g + A"1/)^)
This theorem takes its simplest form in the special case that A has no zeros among its entries, in particular if A > 0. Under this condition, the theorem is due to C. Loewner [12, Remark. At the opposite extreme from those matrices A>0 with all atj^0 are those which are strictly diagonal, i.e., a^SyAy, A;#0. One sees easily that M(A) is nonsingular if and only if A is strictly diagonal, and in this event L(M(A)) = {0}. In this case, our theorem is just the obvious fact that if A is diagonal, then A >0 if and only if A is infinitely divisible.
If we refer to any symmetric matrix of zeros and ones as an incidence matrix and agree that MsM' is to mean that the two incidence matrices M and M' satisfy the relation (AT -M)^0, then we can discuss situations intermediate to the two extremes above. If A>0 and if we have the strict inclusion {0}<=L(M(A)) <=/_n, it may be that A fails to be infinitely divisible only because it has zeros in the "wrong places". We make this precise in the Theorem 1.7. Let A be an nxn Hermitian matrix and let M'=Q4j)i,j=i be any
Proof. One proceeds just as in the second part of the proof of Theorem 1.4. It will be convenient to record the following simple facts also. Since it is difficult to deal directly with the condition A >0 on Ln, it is helpful to have the Q.E.D.
2 *i<hß) = 2 ^i(Aa)i;^ + 2Rejzn 2 X(ai,n-ai + 1ji+ann\Xn
Because of condition (b) in Theorem 1.4, we shall find it convenient to have a simple criterion for deciding when a symmetric matrix of zeros and ones, which is the incidence matrix of ä nonnegative semidefinite matrix, generates a nonnegative quadratic form. To this end, if A >0 is an n x n matrix, we define the graph Y(M(A)) associated with M(A) = (fj.ij)fJ = 1 to be the undirected graph of n nodes {pj?= i such that there is an arc between p, and p, if and only if /xj; = 1. The irreducible components of Y(M(A)) are the topologically connected components, and an irreducible component is said to be complete if each pair of nodes in the component is connected with an arc. A loop is an arc which joins a node to itself.
Because A>0, we may adopt consistently the convention that the node pk is missing from the graph Y(M(A)) if akk = 0; otherwise, if akk^0, there is a loop at pk. There will then be no loss of generality if in the sequel we assume that at each node Pi there is a loop, for this is equivalent to the assumption that all au > 0. It is trivial that each graph Y of this type is of the form Y = Y(M(A)) for some (not unique) A>0, and the (unique) incidence matrix M for which Y = Y(M) will be called the incidence matrix of the graph Y. We shall say that the nodes p, and pk of T can be connected by a path of length I if there is a sequence {pSl = p}, pi2,... License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use third order principal submatrix of the incidence matrix does not generate a nonnegative quadratic form if and only if T2, T'2, or T2 occurs. This is the csse if and only if the subgraph T2 occurs, while this is equivalent to F not having the three point property. Q.E.D.
We can now prove easily the Theorem 1.13. Let T be a graph and let M be its incidence matrix. Then the following four statements are equivalent:
(a) M>0. Q.E.D. This, then, is the desired graphical property: if A >0 and if one wants to know whether M(A)>0, just construct T(M(A)) and see whether all irreducible components are complete. We see that it also suffices to check only the principal third order submatrices of M(A), so that a simple algebraic condition comes out of these graph-theoretical considerations as well. We state these facts for reference as Theorem 1.14. Let A be an infinitely divisible nxn matrix. Then every irreducible component of T(M(A)) is complete and every third order principal submatrix of M(A) generates a nonnegative quadratic form. Corollary 1.15. An nxn matrix A is infinitely divisible if and only if there exists an nxn permutation matrix P such that PAP* is a block diagonal matrix whose diagonal blocks are infinitely divisible matrices with no zeros among their entries.
Remarks. Our definition of the three point property may be paraphrased by saying that the graph T is one-connected. In a natural way, we may define a k-point property for each k ä 3 which is equivalent to the graph T being (k -2)-connected and to a natural higher order incidence matrix of T being nonnegative semidefinite. Thus, we may compute the diameter and other higher order topological properties of a graph in terms of the nonnegativity of certain quadratic forms. We shall not discuss these matters further here.
Let A^O, A>0 be an nxn matrix. One can show by direct calculation that if « = 2, then A is always infinitely divisible and that if « = 3, then Aa>0 for all os= 1.
Thus, one could conjecture from Corollary 1.3 that in general Aa>0 for all aä«-2, i.e., the generalization of the Schur product theorem to fractional powers might be true for all a^n-2.
It is easy to prove that if A>0, then AayO for all sufficiently large a (depending on A), so that the conjecture is a sharpened form of this statement with a precise lower bound.
Finally, we remark that infinite divisibility of a matrix can be defined in such a way that the problem of choosing arguments is avoided and the analogy with probability is made more transparent. One can show easily that A is infinitely divisible if and only if for some sequence of integers {nk}k=0 there exist matrices Ak>0 such that Ak* = A for all k=l, 2, 3,... and Ak -> M(A) as k -> oo.
2. Continuous kernels. We shall now develop the continuous analogues of the preceding statements about discrete quadratic forms. Let K(P, Q) be a complex valued function defined onSxS for some set S. We shall say that, over S, K(P, Q) >0 on Cn, K(P, Q)>0 on Ln, or K(P, Q) is infinitely divisible on Cn if and only if for every choice of n points {Fj}f=1 c S the matrix (K (Pt, P,) )u=i has the respective property. In particular, if K(P, Q)>0 on C2, then K(P,P)^0 and K(P, Q) is Hermitian, i.e., K(P, Q) = K(Q, P). Now suppose K(P, Q) e C(SxS) where we shall always assume hereinafter that S^Rm for some m=l,2,... is as smooth as necessary (usually, just open or even measurable) and that S is connected, although it would suffice for nearly all our considerations to let S be a countably compact measurable connected Hausdorff space carrying a regular Borel measure dP which assigns positive measure to every nonempty open set. We shall say K(P, Q)>0 on C0(S) (respectively, on L0(S)) if and only if K(P, Q)>0 on Cn (respectively, Ln) for all «= 1, 2,..., and we shall always understand K(P, Q)>0 to mean K(P, Q)>0 on C0(S).
If K(P, Q) £ C(S x S) and if a continuous branch of the argument function
arg K(P, Q) can be and has been defined onSx5 with arg K(P, Q)= -arg K(Q,P), we shall say that the argument of K(P, Q) has been chosen consistently. If with some (fixed) consistent choice of the argument K(P, Q) is infinitely divisible on C for all n=l,2, 3,then we shall say that with this choice of argument K(P, Q) is infinitely divisible {on C0(S)). When these strong hypotheses on arg K(P, Q) are satisfied, the functions Ka(P, Q) and log K(P, Q) will be defined correspondingly. We observe that K(P, Q) always has a consistent argument if K(P, Q) ^ 0 on S x S, but that in general it is not sufficient for the existence of a consistent argument that K(P, Q) be Hermitian with K(P, P)^0 for all P £ S.
Many theorems about continuous kernels are obtained by limiting processes from the corresponding matrix theorems, and we state for easy reference the Theorem 2.1. Let K(P, Q), KX{P, Q), K2(P, Q)eC(SxS). (a) K(P, Q)>0 on C0(S) (respectively, on L0(5)) if and only if )}sxSf(P)K(P, 0/(0 dP dQ^O for all/£ C0(S) (respectively, all feL0(S)); (b) If KX(P, Q)>0 and K2(P, Q)>0, then H(P, Q^K^P, Q)K2(P, 0>O and aKx(P, Q)+ßK2(P, Q)>0 for a,ß^0; and (c) IfK^P, Q) and K2(P, Q) are infinitely divisible, then so is Hae(P, Q) = K^(P, Q) xKi(P, Q)for alla,ß^0.
Proof. Simple limiting arguments, Theorem 1.1, and Proposition 1.9. Corollary 2.2. If K(P, Q) is a continuous kernel on SxS, then K(P, Q) is infinitely divisible if and only if the argument of K(P, Q) can be chosen consistently on SxS and with this choice of argument, ^SxSf(P)Ka(P, Q)f(Q) dP dQ^O for all a>0 and allfeC0(S).
Proof. Part (a) of the theorem and the definition of infinite divisibility. Many theorems, however, can be given a much sharper form in their continuous versions, and a good example is the continuous analogue of Theorem 1.2. Theorem 2.3. Let j"e C(R + ), S^R. in order that f(K(x, y))>0 whenever K(x, y) >0, K(x, y)>0, K(x, y) e C(Sx 5), it is both necessary and sufficient that f(x) eC"(R+)and fk\x) § 0 for all x e R+ and all k = 0, 1,2,..., i.e., f is absolutely monotonic.
Proof. Let K{x,y) = Pex + \ P>0, so that K(x,y)>0, K(x,y)>0, and K(x,y) is continuous. Let g(x)=f(pex), so that g(x) is continuous on S and g(x+y) = f{K(x, y))>0. But it is known [16, p. 275] that g(x) must then be analytic (and even possess a representation g(z)=$Zm e~'ldti(t), d/x^O, convergent for Re(z)eS), so because p>0 is arbitrary, we see that f(x) must actually be analytic for all xeR+. That all derivatives /(k)(x) = 0 for xeR+, k=0,1,2,... follows now immediately from Theorem 1.2, a limiting argument, and the following Lemma 2.4. Let A>0 be an nxn matrix and S^R. In order that A>0, it is necessary and sufficient that there exist n points {Xj}?= ic S and a continuous kernel K(x, y)>0, K(x, y)>0 such that K{xu xJ)=aiJ.
We postpone the proof of the lemma and prove now the sufficiency of the condition. If feC<°(R) and fk\x)^0, let K(x,y)>0 be any continuous nonnegative kernel on 5 x S and let <j>(x) e C0(S) have compact support contained in a compact interval D' <= S. Then K(D', D')=D is a compact interval on which we may choose a sequence {pn(x)}n°=1 of polynomials with nonnegative coefficients such that the pn(x) converge uniformly to f(x) on D. This is because we may take for pn(x) the Bernstein polynomial Bn(f; x) of degree n on D whose coefficients, being formed of positive multiples of finite differences of f(x), are all nonnegative as a consequence of the inequalities fik\x)^0.
But then pn(K(x, y))>0 by Theorem The class of infinitely divisible continuous kernels is then a proper subset of the class of continuous kernels which generate nonnegative quadratic forms. Just as in the matrix case, we must pay special attention to the location of zeros of these kernels, and we find again that they can occur only in very special configurations. If K(P, Q)>0, then a limiting argument from the matrix case shows easily that K(P0,P0) = Q for some P0eS implies K(P0, S) = K(S, K0) s 0. The following theorem says that implications of a similar character are valid even for off-diagonal zeros when K(P, Q) is infinitely divisible. If C<=S, denote the closure of C by Cl (C), denote by 0 the void set, and agree that K(0, C) = 0. Theorem 2.6. Let K(P, Q) e C(S x S) be infinitely divisible. Suppose K(P0, g0)=0 for some P0, Q0eS and let C2s{P 6 S \ K(P0, P) = 0}, C2 = {PeS \ K(P, Q0) = 0}. Then (a) K(P0, P)K{P, Q0) = 0for all PeS. (f) There exists some P e Sfor which K(P, P) = 0.
cannot have /x12 = ai23 = 1, f°r then of necessity also /xii=/x22=/^33 = 1 and the incidence matrix would be of a form which is forbidden by infinite divisibility. Thus, /x12fi23 = 0, so K(P0, P)K(P, Q0) = Q for all P e S.
(b) This is immediate from continuity of K(P, Q), the definitions of d and C2, and part (a).
If d = S, then there is nothing to prove in parts (c)-(f), so suppose d # S in the following. We omit the similar considerations for C2.
(c) The equation K(P,P)K(P, Q) = 0 for all PeS must hold for any pair of points (P, Q) such that K(P, Q) = 0 by part (a). Now, K(P0, d) = 0 by definition, so K(P0,P)K(P, d)sO for all Pe S and as K(P0, S-CJ^O, we conclude that
(e) Recall PQ e C2 and assume C1¥:S. Then necessarily P0 ^ Cu so A^Po, P0)#0.
But K(C2,CI(S-C2)) = 0 implies ATP0, Cl (S-C2)) = 0 so that P0 £ Cl (S-C2)-Choose the neighborhood A/ of P0 to be disjoint from each of the closed sets d and Cl (5-C2) for the conclusion.
(f) Since S is connected, the nonvoid closed set Cl (S-d) cannot be disjoint from d, so there is some point P e d n Cl (S-d)^ 0, and by part (c),
We should observe that the infinitely divisible kernel on 5=[-1, l]^R denned by K(x, y) = xy if xy ^ 0, = 0 if jcj' < 0 actually exhibits nontrivially the phenomena described above and shows that the hypothesis in (e) is necessary.
We see that although a zero of an infinitely divisible kernel need not be contained in a full open neighborhood of zeros in SxS, it is always contained in a onedimensional open neighborhood in at least one of the coordinate spaces. Furthermore, if there is any zero at all, then there must be a pair of coordinate lines of zeros somewhere. In particular, we have the immediate Corollary 2.7. Let K(P, Q) e C(SxS) be infinitely divisible. If K(P, P)^0for all PeS, then K(P, Q)^0for all P, Q e S.
The following analogue of Corollary 1.6 is the most useful result characterizing infinitely divisible kernels. Theorem 2.8. Let K(P, Q) e C(S x S) with K(P, P)>0 for all PeS. K(P, Q) is infinitely divisible if and only if (a) K(P, Q) has a consistent choice of argument, (b) ATP, Q) = K(Q, P)^0 for all P,QeS, and (c) H(P, ß) = log K(P, Q)>0 on US).
Proof. If K(P, Q) is infinitely divisible, then by definition it has a consistent choice of argument and K(P, Q)>0, so K(P, Q) = K(Q, P). We have just seen that if, in addition, K(P,P)^0, then K(P, g)^0, so H(P, Q) is well defined and continuous and only (c) remains to be proved. But K(P, Q) is infinitely divisible on Cn for every 72 = 1, 2,..., so by Corollary 1.6, H(P, Q)>0 onF" for every n = 1, 2,..., and so H(P, Q)>0 on L0(S).
Conversely, if (a) and (b) are satisfied, then H(P, Q) is well defined and continuous, so H(P, Q)>0 on Ln for every n=l,2.But then by Corollary 1.6, Ka(P, Q) = exp{aH(P, Q)}>0 on C" for every 77=1,2,... and every a^O so
The converse can also be obtained from the following proposition, which can often be of independent use itself. Proposition 2.9 (cf. [3, p. 649 
]). Let H(P, Q) e C(S x S). Then H(P, Q) is
Hermitian and H(P, Q) >0 otj L0(S) if and only if for each compact subset C £ 5 there is a continuous kernel KC(P, Q)>0 on C0(C) and a continuous function fc(P) on C such that H(P, Q) = KC(P, Q) +fc(P) +fc(Q) for P,QeC.
Proof. If C has measure zero, then the assertion is trivial, so we may assume set KC(P, Q) = H(P, Q)-MP)-fc(Q), and check that KC(P, Q)>0 on C0(C).
The converse is immediate. Q.E.D.
There are other simple necessary and sufficient conditions of this same type. For example, if H(P, Q) e C(SxS), if P0 is an arbitrary point of S, and if H0(P, g) = H(P, Q)-H(P,P0)-H(P0, Q) + H(P0,P0), then one can show easily that H(P, Q)>0 on L0 if and only if H0(P, Q)>0.
Theorem 2.6 shows that an infinitely divisible kernel can have zeros only in certain configurations which may be classified [8, pp. 28-30] for the purpose of generalizing Theorem 2.8, but in any particular case the essential condition guaranteeing infinite divisibility of K(P, Q) is, loosely, that log K(P, Q)>0 on L0. The above proposition provides one criterion for this, but it is helpful to have tractable conditions in certain special cases, and we give some here. for all P(x) = (P(x))r=1 e C0(S, Cm).
Proof. This follows easily by the use of integration by parts (the divergence theorem), the preceding lemma, and the fact that Cl(S, Cm) is uniformly dense in C0(S, Cm).
If we agree that F{x+he,) = F(x1, x2, ■ ■., Xi+h, xi+1,..., xm) whenever he R and x e Rm, then we have the This is clearly the case if and only if 82H(z, t,)jdz 8{>0 on C0(S). Q.E.D. 3 . Applications. The general theory presented above may be viewed as a generalization of the classical theory of the infinitely divisible characteristic functions of probability theory which are precisely the infinitely divisible kernels of the form K(x, y) = <f>(x-y) for some <j>: Ä -> C continuous at zero such that <f>(0)= 1. Using the above methods one can characterize these functions easily and derive in an elementary fashion the important Kolmogorov and Levy-Khinchine representation formulae. The same methods can also be used to derive parallel results about the infinitely divisible completely monotonic functions, i.e., those functions <f> e C1(R + ) such that <j>a{x) is a completely monotonic function for all a > 0. The function <j> will have this property if and only if Kx(x, y) = </>(x+y) is infinitely divisible and K2(x, y)= -<j>\x+y)<p'y{x+y)>0. These difference and sum kernels are discussed in [7] , or more fully in [8, pp. 63-93].
The discrete analogues of these continuous kernels are the infinitely divisible Toeplitz and Hankel matrices, i.e., matrices A = (ai,)™j=0 such that aij=ai-j or atj = bi+h respectively, for some sequences of complex numbers {an}"= _ ", or {73"} ™= 0. Our methods have been used [9] to characterize such sequences and to derive explicit representation formulae for them as trigonometric and algebraic moment sequences. One can solve the natural interpolation problems for these sequences, and there are applications to the theory of analytic functions with positive real part in the unit disc.
We have already mentioned the recent work of C. Loewner [13] One can find infinitely divisible kernels among the many reproducing kernel functions of families of orthonormal functions, e.g., the Bergman and Szegö kernel functions and the reproducing kernel for the Hermite functions. There is also an analogue of the related theorem of Loeve [10, p. 466 ] that every positive semidefinite kernel K(x, y) is the covariance kernel of some second order, normal, mean zero stochastic process Z(x), i.e., K(x, y) = E(Z(x)Z(y)). If K(x, y) is a continuous, positive infinitely divisible kernel over [0, 1], then K(x, y) = E(eZ{x)eZ(y)) for some second order normal real-valued (but not necessarily mean zero) stochastic process Z(x) and, conversely, every kernel of this form is infinitely divisible 
